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Black frost (or "killing frost") is not strictly speaking
frost at all, because it is the condition seen in crops when
the humidity is too low for.
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Black Frost (????????, Ja'aku Furosuto) is a Level 38 Persona
of the Fool Arcana. It can be obtained from Pentagon Spread
Fusion in the Velvet Room; using Jack Frost, Pyro Jack, King
Frost, Pixie and Ghoul. Black Frost inherits "Dark" skills in
the card fusions.

Black frost - definition of black frost by The Free Dictionary
Black frost definition, intense cold without hoarfrost,
causing vegetation to turn black. See more.
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Black Frost - Shin Megami Tensei: Persona 4 Golden: Black
Frost is a Persona of the Fool arcana. It specializes in the
Darkness element.
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His Strength and Magic are also rather average compared to
other demon tamers at similar levels. If the water deposits as
a liquid that then freezes, it forms a coating that may look
glassy, opaque, or crystalline, depending on its type. There
had been another black Black Frost the night before, and the
air was clear and heady as wine. Retrieved31October Frost
crack is a bark defect caused by a combination of low
temperatures and heat from the winter sun. The ice it produces
differs in some ways from crystalline frost, which consists of
spicules of ice that typically project from the solid surface
Black Frost which they grow.
Impartsimmunitytocurseattacks.Farmers in those regions where
frost damage is known to affect their crops often invest in
substantial means to protect their crops from such damage.
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